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Releases

Job vacancies, three-month average ending in March 2012 (preliminary
data) (correction)
There was an average of 248,000 job vacancies in the three-month period ending in March, an increase
of 19,000 from the same period in 2011. For every job vacancy, there were 5.8 unemployed people, down
from 6.5 in March 2011.

The decline in this ratio of unemployment to job vacancies was a result of both the increase in job vacancies and a
decline in the number of unemployed people.

Ratio highest in the East, lowest in Alberta

Provincially, the highest ratios of unemployed people to job vacancies were in Eastern Canada. In Newfoundland
and Labrador, there were 16.0 unemployed people for every job vacancy in March, followed by New Brunswick
(13.6) and Nova Scotia (10.2). These ratios were little changed from 12 months earlier.

Chart 1
Unemployment-to-job vacancies ratio, all unemployed people, by province, three-month average,
March 2011 and March 2012

In March, the ratio was 7.6 for Ontario and 7.2 for Quebec, both little changed from 12 months earlier.

In Manitoba, the ratio rose from 2.7 to 4.0 over the same period, entirely because of a decline in job vacancies
from 13,000 to 9,000.

The lowest ratio was in Alberta, where there were 1.8 unemployed people for every job vacancy, down from 3.2 in
March 2011. The decline was a result of both a drop in the number of unemployed people and an increase in job
vacancies.
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In Prince Edward Island, the ratio fell over this 12-month period from 17.8 unemployed people per job vacancy
to 8.1. This decrease was a result of an increase in job vacancies from 600 to 1,300, while the number of
unemployed people was unchanged (see 'Data quality' in the Note to readers).

Ratio by sector

Sectoral analysis of the ratio of unemployed people to job vacancies is limited to individuals who last worked within
the past 12 months, as unemployment data by sector are only available for this group.

Among the largest industrial sectors, construction had the biggest decline in the unemployment-to-job vacancies
ratio. There were 8.3 unemployed people for every vacant job in construction in the three-month period ending in
March, down from 14.4 in the same period a year earlier. The drop was the result of both a decline in the number of
unemployed people and an increase in job vacancies.

Chart 2
Unemployment-to-job vacancies ratio, by largest industrial sector, unemployed people who last
worked within past 12 months, three-month average, March 2011 and March 2012

In manufacturing, the ratio was 5.2, little changed from 12 months earlier.

In retail trade, the ratio was 4.2 in the three-month period ending in March, while in accommodation and food
services, it was 4.1. The ratios declined in both sectors compared with 12 months earlier. In retail trade, the number
of job vacancies and the number of unemployed people both increased. In accommodation and food services, job
vacancies rose, while the number of unemployed people declined.

In March, health care and social assistance had a ratio of 1.0, little changed from 12 months earlier. However, the
number of job vacancies and the number of unemployed people both declined in this sector.

In mining, quarrying and oil and gas extraction, there were 1.7 unemployed people per job vacancy, one of the
lowest ratios of all sectors. This was down from 3.1 in March 2011, a result of an increase in job vacancies.
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Job vacancy rates

The job vacancy rate is the number of vacant positions divided by total labour demand, that is, vacant positions plus
occupied positions. It corresponds to the share of jobs that are unfilled out of all jobs available. Higher job vacancy
rates are often associated with periods of economic growth, while lower rates may be associated with periods of
slower growth or economic contraction.

The national job vacancy rate was 1.8% for the three-month period ending in March, up slightly from 1.6% a year
earlier.

Chart 3
Job vacancy rate, by province, three-month average, March 2011 and March 2012

Provincially, the highest job vacancy rate was in Alberta, at 3.5%, up from 2.3% in March 2011. In Prince Edward
Island, the rate more than doubled from 1.1% to 2.5%.

In Manitoba, the job vacancy rate fell to 1.7% from 2.5% a year earlier, the largest decline among the provinces.

Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick had the lowest rates. All were little changed
from 12 months earlier.

Job vacancy rates by sector

Among the largest industrial sectors, construction had the highest job vacancy rate, at 2.3% in March, up from 1.5%
a year earlier. The sector had 18,000 vacancies in the three-month period ending in March.

The next highest job vacancy rate was in administrative and support services, at 2.1%, down from 2.8% a year
earlier. The sector had 16,000 vacancies in March.

The lowest job vacancy rate among the largest sectors was in manufacturing, at 1.4%, little changed from a year
earlier. There were 21,000 vacancies in this sector.
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Among all sectors, mining, quarrying and oil and gas extraction had the highest job vacancy rate, at 3.5%, twice the
average for all sectors combined. This rate was up from 2.2% in March 2011. The sector had
nearly 8,000 vacancies, up from 5,000 a year earlier.

Annual 2011 

For 2011 as a whole, there were 235,000 job vacancies on average. There were 5.9 unemployed people for every
job vacancy, and the job vacancy rate was 1.7%.

Provincially, the highest unemployment-to-job vacancies ratio in 2011 was in Prince Edward Island, at 13.2,
followed by Newfoundland and Labrador, at 12.2. The lowest ratios were in Saskatchewan (2.6) and Alberta (2.7).

Among the largest industrial sectors, the unemployment-to-job vacancies ratio was highest for construction (9.2)
and lowest for health care and social assistance (1.2).

The highest job vacancy rate among these sectors in 2011 was 2.6% for administration and support services, while
the lowest was 0.7% for educational services.
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Note to readers

Data on job vacancies are collected through the monthly Business Payrolls Survey (BPS). Starting with the January 2011 reference
month, two questions were added to the BPS, which is the survey portion of the Survey of Employment, Payrolls and Hours. These
questions were: Did you have any vacant positions on the last business day of the month, and how many?

The target population is the same as that of the BPS and comprises all employers in Canada, except those primarily involved in
agriculture; fishing and trapping; private household services; religious organizations; the military personnel of the defense services; and
federal, provincial and territorial public administration.

With this release, data have been revised for all months in 2011 as well as January and February 2012.

Funding for the development and initial collection of data on job vacancies came from Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada.

Data quality

Job vacancy and unemployment estimates are based on samples, and are therefore subject to sampling variability. Estimates for
geographic areas and industries with smaller numbers of vacancies or smaller unemployed populations are subject to greater sampling
variability.

Data on job vacancies are not seasonally adjusted and should only be compared on a year-over-year basis. Given this is a new data
series, trends are not yet available and therefore, data should be interpreted with caution.

All data are based on three-month moving averages. For example, data for March are based on an average of the data from January,
February and March.

Definitions

Job vacancy / vacant position: A position is considered "vacant" if it meets all three of the following conditions: a specific position
exists, work could start within 30 days, and the employer is actively seeking employees from outside the organization to fill the position.

Labour demand: Total labour demand is the sum of met (total payroll employment) and unmet (vacant positions) labour demand.

Largest industrial sectors: The sectors with the largest levels of payroll employment for which we have publishable job vacancy data.

Job vacancy rate: The number of vacant positions divided by total labour demand, that is, vacant positions plus occupied positions

Unemployment-to-job vacancies ratios

All unemployed people: The unemployment-to-job vacancies ratio for all unemployed people is calculated by dividing the total number
of unemployed people, regardless of their previous work experience, using Labour Force Survey (LFS) data, by the number of vacant
positions. This ratio reflects how many unemployed individuals are available for each vacant position and is a measure of the overall
labour market tightness.

By sector: For each sector, the ratio is calculated by dividing the number of unemployed people who last worked in that sector in the
previous 12 months, using LFS data, by the number of vacant positions in the same sector. This excludes new entrants to the labour
market as well as unemployed people who had not worked during the previous 12 months. Unemployment data by sector is known only
for those who worked within the previous 12 months.

Use of data for the last sector worked does not imply that these unemployed individuals continued to look for work in that sector. This
ratio reflects how many unemployed individuals who last worked in that sector are available for each vacant position in the sector. It is a
measure of the labour market tightness within that sector.
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Table 1
Number of unemployed, number of job vacancies, and unemployment-to-job vacancies ratio, by
province and territory
      Three-month average ending in March

2011

  Three-month average ending in March
2012

  March 2011 to March 2012

  Number of
unemployed

  Number of
job

vacancies

 

Unemploym
ent-to-job
vacancies

  Number of
unemployed

  Number of
job

vacancies

 

Unemploym
ent-to-job
vacancies

  Number of
unemployed

  Number of
job

vacancies

 

Unemploym
ent-to-job
vacancies

 
  thousands   thousands   ratio   thousands   thousands   ratio

  change in
thousands

  change in
thousands   change

Canada 1,489.5 228.8 6.5 1,432.6 247.7 5.8 -56.9 18.9 -0.7
Newfoundland and Labrador 34.2 2.5 13.9 36.2 2.3 16.0 2.1 -0.2 2.1
Prince Edward Island 10.3 0.6 17.8 10.4 1.3 8.1 0.2 0.7 -9.7
Nova Scotia 49.3 4.6 10.7 44.1 4.3 10.2 -5.2 -0.3 -0.5
New Brunswick 39.5 3.5 11.4 41.0 3.0 13.6 1.5 -0.5 2.2
Quebec 360.3 60.9 5.9 379.3 52.6 7.2 18.9 -8.3 1.3
Ontario 585.8 62.2 9.4 561.7 74.0 7.6 -24.1 11.8 -1.8
Manitoba 35.2 13.2 2.7 36.0 8.9 4.0 0.8 -4.3 1.4
Saskatchewan 31.6 10.8 2.9 27.9 10.1 2.8 -3.7 -0.7 -0.2
Alberta 127.1 40.1 3.2 112.6 63.5 1.8 -14.5 23.4 -1.4
British Columbia 211.2 29.1 7.2 177.4 27.0 6.6 -33.8 -2.1 -0.7
Yukon 1.0 0.4 F 1.8 0.3 6.0 0.8 -0.1 F
Northwest Territories 1.5 0.6 2.4 2.0 0.3 6.8 0.5 -0.3 4.4
Nunavut 2.4 0.3 7.3 2.1 0.1 14.9 -0.4 -0.2 7.6

F  too unreliable to be published
Note(s):   The number of unemployed and ratio include all unemployed individuals, regardless of previous work experience.
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Table 2
Number of unemployed, number of job vacancies, and unemployment-to-job vacancies ratio, by
sector
      Three-month average ending in March

2011

  Three-month average ending in March
2012

  March 2011 to March 2012

  Number of
unemployed

  Number of
job

vacancies

 

Unemploym
ent-to-job
vacancies

  Number of
unemployed

  Number of
job

vacancies

 

Unemploym
ent-to-job
vacancies

  Number of
unemployed

  Number of
job

vacancies

 

Unemploym
ent-to-job
vacancies

 
  thousands   thousands   ratio   thousands   thousands   ratio

  change in
thousands

  change in
thousands   change

All unemployed1 1,489.5 228.8 6.5 1,432.6 247.7 5.8 -56.9 18.9 -0.7
Unemployed, all sectors,

worked within past 12
months 968.2 228.8 4.2 917.7 247.7 3.7 -50.5 18.9 -0.5

Forestry, logging and support
(correction) F F F F 0.4 F F F F

Mining, quarrying and oil and
gas extraction 14.1 4.6 3.1 13.4 7.7 1.7 -0.7 3.2 -1.4

Utilities 2.0 1.2 1.8 3.6 3.4 1.1 1.6 2.2 -0.7
Construction 166.8 11.6 14.4 149.3 18.0 8.3 -17.5 6.4 -6.1
Manufacturing 122.8 22.8 5.4 107.2 20.6 5.2 -15.6 -2.1 -0.2
Wholesale trade 24.8 12.4 2.0 31.0 12.7 2.4 6.2 0.3 0.4
Retail trade 121.9 21.8 5.6 126.8 30.1 4.2 4.9 8.3 -1.4
Transportation and

warehousing 39.9 10.0 4.0 39.9 9.6 4.1 -0.0 -0.4 0.1
Information and cultural

industries 23.3 5.9 4.0 16.8 8.0 2.1 -6.5 2.1 -1.9
Finance and insurance 16.1 13.6 1.2 17.7 13.3 1.3 1.5 -0.3 0.1
Real estate and rental and

leasing 12.8 F F 15.8 3.1 F 2.9 F F
Professional, scientific and

technical services 42.4 14.0 3.0 48.7 15.8 3.1 6.3 1.8 0.0
Management of companies

and enterprises F 1.2 F F 0.9 F F -0.4 F
Administrative and support,

waste management and
remediation services 73.5 20.1 3.7 76.4 15.6 4.9 2.9 -4.5 1.3

Educational services 32.9 4.2 7.8 27.9 F F -4.9 F F
Health care and social

assistance 45.7 43.2 1.1 33.2 33.0 1.0 -12.4 -10.3 -0.0
Arts, entertainment and

recreation 45.3 2.1 22.0 32.6 2.7 12.1 -12.7 0.7 -10.0
Accommodation and food

services 96.7 18.0 5.4 91.2 22.1 4.1 -5.4 4.1 -1.2
Other services (excluding

public administration) 33.1 10.3 3.2 33.7 10.3 3.3 0.5 0.0 0.0
Public administration2 10.7 7.9 1.3 11.4 6.8 1.7 0.7 -1.1 0.3

F  too unreliable to be published
1.  For all unemployed, the number of unemployed and ratio include all unemployed individuals, regardless of previous work experience.
2.  Does not include federal, provincial or territorial public administration.
Note(s):   The number of unemployed and ratio for "Unemployed, all sectors, worked in past 12 months" and by sector include only those who last worked within the
previous 12 months.
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Table 3
Number of job vacancies and job vacancy rate, by province and territory
      Three-month average

ending in March 2011

  Three-month average
ending in March 2012

  March 2011 to March 2012

  Number of
job vacancies

  Job vacancy
rate

  Number of
job vacancies

  Job vacancy
rate

  Number of
job vacancies

  Number of
job vacancies

  Job vacancy
rate

 
  thousands   %   thousands   %

  change in
thousands   % change   change

Canada 228.8 1.6 247.7 1.8 18.9 8.3 0.1
Newfoundland and Labrador 2.5 1.4 2.3 1.3 -0.2 -8.1 -0.1
Prince Edward Island 0.6 1.1 1.3 2.5 0.7 124.2 1.4
Nova Scotia 4.6 1.2 4.3 1.2 -0.3 -6.1 -0.0
New Brunswick 3.5 1.2 3.0 1.1 -0.5 -13.2 -0.2
Quebec 60.9 1.9 52.6 1.7 -8.3 -13.6 -0.3
Ontario 62.2 1.2 74.0 1.4 11.8 19.0 0.2
Manitoba 13.2 2.5 8.9 1.7 -4.3 -32.4 -0.8
Saskatchewan 10.8 2.6 10.1 2.3 -0.7 -6.6 -0.2
Alberta 40.1 2.3 63.5 3.5 23.4 58.3 1.1
British Columbia 29.1 1.6 27.0 1.5 -2.1 -7.3 -0.1
Yukon 0.4 2.9 0.3 1.9 -0.1 -30.2 -0.9
Northwest Territories 0.6 2.7 0.3 1.3 -0.3 -51.9 -1.4
Nunavut 0.3 3.4 0.1 1.4 -0.2 -58.3 -2.0
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Table 4
Number of job vacancies and job vacancy rate, by sector
      Three-month average

ending in March 2011

  Three-month average
ending in March 2012

  March 2011 to March 2012

  Number of
job vacancies

  Job vacancy
rate

  Number of
job vacancies

  Job vacancy
rate

  Number of
job vacancies

  Number of
job vacancies

  Job vacancy
rate

 
  thousands   %   thousands   %

  change in
thousands   % change   change

Sector aggregate 228.8 1.6 247.7 1.8 18.9 8.3 0.1
Forestry, logging and support F 0.9 0.4 1.2 F F 0.3
Mining, quarrying and oil and

gas extraction 4.6 2.2 7.7 3.5 3.2 69.2 1.3
Utilities 1.2 1.0 3.4 2.7 2.2 191.3 1.8
Construction 11.6 1.5 18.0 2.3 6.4 55.6 0.7
Manufacturing 22.8 1.6 20.6 1.4 -2.1 -9.4 -0.2
Wholesale trade 12.4 1.7 12.7 1.7 0.3 2.4 0.0
Retail trade 21.8 1.2 30.1 1.6 8.3 37.9 0.4
Transportation and

warehousing 10.0 1.5 9.6 1.4 -0.4 -3.5 -0.1
Information and cultural

industries 5.9 1.8 8.0 2.4 2.1 36.2 0.6
Finance and insurance 13.6 2.0 13.3 1.9 -0.3 -2.3 -0.1
Real estate and rental and

leasing F F 3.1 1.3 F F F
Professional, scientific and

technical services 14.0 1.8 15.8 2.0 1.8 13.1 0.2
Management of companies and

enterprises 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.8 -0.4 -28.3 -0.4
Administrative and support,

waste management and
remediation services 20.1 2.8 15.6 2.1 -4.5 -22.5 -0.6

Educational services 4.2 0.3 F F F F F
Health care and social

assistance 43.2 2.6 33.0 2.0 -10.3 -23.7 -0.6
Arts, entertainment and

recreation 2.1 0.9 2.7 1.2 0.7 31.6 0.3
Accommodation and food

services 18.0 1.7 22.1 2.0 4.1 22.6 0.3
Other services (excluding public

administration) 10.3 2.0 10.3 2.0 0.0 0.4 -0.0
Public administration1 7.9 1.7 6.8 1.5 -1.1 -14.3 -0.2

F  too unreliable to be published
1.  Does not include federal, provincial or territorial public administration.

Definitions, data sources and methods: survey number 2612.

Preliminary data on job vacancies for April will be released on July 18.

For more information or to obtain data, contact Statistics Canada's National Contact Centre
(toll-free 1-800-263-1136; 613-951-8116; infostats@statcan.gc.ca).

To enquire about the concepts, methods or data quality of this release, contact Jason Gilmore
(613-951-7118), Labour Statistics Division.
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Study: Impact of widowhood and divorce on income replacement
among seniors, 1983 to 2007
The extent to which family income was maintained in old age—that is, income replacement—was lower among
women who became divorced after age 55 than among those who became widowed after that age. However, both
groups had lower income replacement rates than women who remained married.

In contrast, the impact of divorce or widowhood on income replacement was smaller among men.

This study analysed whether Canadians who became widowed or divorced later in life and remained so had more
difficulty maintaining their family income as they aged. It used data from Statistics Canada's Longitudinal
Administrative Databank to compare the family income of married people at ages 54 to 56 with the family income of
always married, widowed, or divorced or separated people at age 78 to 80. These comparisons took into account
changes in family size.

Women who remained married had a median family income at age 78 to 80 that was 83% of their family income at
age 54 to 56. Among women who became widowed after age 55, the ratio was 79%, while among those who
became divorced or separated, it was 73%.

The impact of divorce or widowhood varied between women from higher and lower family income brackets.

Among the 20% of women at the top of the family income distribution at age 54 to 56, those who remained married
had a family income at age 78 to 80 that was 74% of their family income 25 years earlier. For widows, family
income fell to 65%, and for divorcées, it fell to 53%.

Among the 20% of women at the bottom of the family income distribution at age 54 to 56, family income was higher
at age 78 to 80 than it was 25 years earlier for all marital status groups. This means that, at least in terms of income
maintenance, the effects of widowhood and divorce were smaller at the bottom of the income distribution.

The impact of divorce or separation was greatest among women from higher-income families among whom
investments and private pensions were an important source of income. In contrast, the reliance on public-pension
income tended to reduce the impact of marital dissolution on income maintenance among women in lower-income
families.

Among men, separation or divorce had little affect on income maintenance in old age. Widowhood even increased
the economic resources of some men because a similar family income was shared across fewer family members.

Income maintenance outcomes were similar among cohorts who were aged 54 to 56 in 1983 and in 1993. However,
the findings may or may not hold among subsequent generations of seniors.

Note to readers

This study calculated the impact of divorce and widowhood on income 'replacement rates.' These rates show the extent to which family
income at a given point during the working years is 'replaced' in old age. Since this study is concerned with economic well-being, after-tax
family income from all sources is used, with family size taken into account.
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The research paper "Income Replacement Rates Among Canadian Seniors: The Effect of Widowhood and
Divorce" part of the Analytical Studies Branch Research Paper Series (11F0019M2012343, free), is now
available from the Key resource module of our website under Publications.

Highlights of the findings of this paper are available in the article "What Are the Impacts of Late-life
Widowhood or Divorce on Income Replacement Rates?" part of the Economic Insights series
(11-626-X2012010, free), from the Key resource module of our website, under Publications.

Similar studies from the Social Analysis Division are available online (www.statcan.gc.ca/socialanalysis).

For more information, contact Statistics Canada's National Contact Centre
(toll-free 1-800-263-1136; 613-951-8116; infostats@statcan.gc.ca).

To enquire about the concepts, methods or data quality of this release, contact Sébastien LaRochelle-Côté
(613-951-0803), Labour Statistics Division.

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/socialanalysis
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Health Reports, June 2012
The June 2012 online issue of Health Reports contains two articles.

The first article, "Prevalence and correlates of folic acid supplement use in Canada," investigates self-reported
intake of supplements containing folic acid. Associations with socio-demographic, behavioural and clinical factors
were studied, including, for the first time in a nationally representative sample, red blood cell folate concentrations.
The analysis was based on data from the 2007 to 2009 Canadian Health Measures Survey.

For more information on this article, contact Cynthia Colapinto (colapinto@uottawa.ca).

The second article, "Urban sprawl and its relationship with active transportation, physical activity and obesity in
Canadian youth," examines associations between urban sprawl and active transportation, moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity, and obesity in a large sample of Canadian youth residing in census metropolitan areas (CMAs). A
secondary objective was to consider driving age as a possible moderator of these associations. The study
population consisted of 7,017 respondents aged 12 to 19 to the 2007/2008 Canadian Community Health Survey,
living in Canada's 33 CMAs.

For more information on this article, contact Laura Seliske (647-233-1922; lseliske@gmail.com).

The complete version of the latest issue of Health Reports, Vol. 23, no. 2 (82-003-X, free), is now available
from the Key resource module of our website under Publications. A print version (82-003-X, $24/$68) is also
available.

For information about Health Reports, contact Janice Felman (613-951-6446; janice.felman@statcan.gc.ca),
Health Analysis Division.
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New products and studies

New products

Wholesale Trade, April 2012, Vol. 75, no. 4
Catalogue number 63-008-X (HTML, free | PDF, free)

Canada's International Investment Position, First quarter 2012, Vol. 10, no. 1
Catalogue number 67-202-X (HTML, free | PDF, free)

Health Reports, Vol. 23, no. 2
Catalogue number 82-003-X (HTML, free | PDF, free | Print, $24/$68)

New studies

Economic Insights: "What Are the Impacts of Late-life Widowhood or Divorce on Income Replacement
Rates?", No. 10
Catalogue number 11-626-X2012010 (HTML, free | PDF, free)

Analytical Studies Branch Research Paper Series: "Income Replacement Rates Among Canadian Seniors:
The Effect of Widowhood and Divorce", No. 343
Catalogue number 11F0019M2012343 (HTML, free | PDF, free)

Prevalence and correlates of folic acid supplement use in Canada
Health Reports

Urban sprawl and its relationship with active transportation, physical activity and obesity in Canadian youth
Health Reports
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